Literacy
Writing instructions for how to make a
castle

Numeracy Units C3, D3,E3


test out an idea by collecting and organising information


Writing fairy tales



sort objects in different ways
measure length, using a metre tape or a ruler and measure in
centimetres/metres

Information texts- facts about castles



measure and draw lines to the nearest centimetre



use a measuring jug to measure a litre of water and to find out how much water
other containers hold
measure weight in kilograms and half-kilograms

Writing a diary entry for a Knight

Art/DT







use a clock face to count in steps of 5 minutes

Colour mixing and using water colour



recognise right angles in the classroom and know a right angle is a quarter of a turn

add and subtract two-digit numbers



use arrays to help work out multiplication



do multiplication and division in different ways and show working

Internet research on castles
Label parts of a castle

work out the missing numbers in number sentences



double all numbers up to 20 and find matching halves



know the 2, 5 and 10 times-tables and work out divisions that go with the tables



that's suitable for a given animal

ICT



Geography/History

Designing and making a habitat

read scales marked in 2s, 5s and 10s

used to create different moods



What animals need to survive

decide which calculations are needed to solve a two-step word problem

Looking at how colours and style can be

Making dragons

Science Building homes

find three quarters of a set of objects or of a shape

Printing pictures of castles

RE Islam

To know about different people in
Medieval times

The five pillars of Islam

Finding out about pages, squires and

Summer 2

knights
Learn about the history of Sheffield

Health and wellbeing – Enterprise

Music

About the different types of work people do and

To use voices, tuned and

about the different places of work

un-tuned percussion

Year 2- Miss Austen

instruments

people make to spend money on things they need

Exploring sounds made by

and want

instruments

Ways to contribute to enterprise activities

celebrations with Muslim traditions
Think about how beliefs relate to

castle

About where money comes from and the choices

Comparing their own family

our daily actions/routines

‘Castles’
PE
Competition- playing games fairly and
working as a team.
Athletics
Children will need to bring a PE kit
every Monday and Friday.

